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Abstract: Due to the increasing performance of smart phones the users are expecting more exorbitant performance
from the company. As the performance increases the usage of battery consumption also increases and the battery
drains very rapidly. To overcome the problem we use the software technology, to increase the battery life and to
efficiently run any tasks without any fear of the battery drainage of the mobile rapidly.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A.
Memory Scheduling
It becomes more important to address the energy
consumption as the size of data centre increases. High
energy consumption cause environmental problems, it also
significantly increases the maintenance cost of data
centres. The main requirement to save the energy using
characteristics of physical memory, the basic approach of
reducing memory power consumption is to put the
memory nodes that are expected to stay idle for long
periods of time into one of power-saving modes.
A large number of virtual machines are joined together in
a single computer through virtualization for efficient
utilization of computer resources and also for ease of
maintenance. It is well known that most of the servers in
data centres often stay unutilized or underutilized due to
over provisioning [8]. Virtualization allows these
underutilized servers to be combined together into a
smaller number of physical servers. Moreover, the awaited
arrival of new processors with the increased support for
virtualization and advances in virtualization software
enables more underutilized servers to be joined together.
This paper targets these consolidated underutilized servers.
To provide sufficient memory for each virtual machine the
demand for a large amount of memory has to be increased.
This leads to high energy consumption in the memory
system.
Understanding the characteristics of physical memory is
the fundamental requirement to save memory energy. The
entire physical memory is divided into number of memory
blocks; each block is the smallest power control unit. This
unit is termed as rank in the SDRAM technology; in this
paper, this unit is called as a memory node. Each memory
node entirely is allowed to be in one of power-saving
modes so that it can save energy. Comparing to the normal
operating mode, the power-saving mode enables memory
nodes to utilize less power without any loss of stored data.
To access data in a memory node, its power mode has to
be switched to the normal operating mode. In most cases,
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this process of changing of power mode incurs a
substantial delay. Keeping these characteristics of physical
memory in mind, the basic approach to reducing memory
power braking up, is to put the memory nodes that can be
expected to experience comparatively long periods of
idleness into one of power-saving modes. A portion of
entire physical memory is allocated to each virtual
machine in the server consolidation environment, only the
memory nodes, which contain the memory pages allocated
to it, are accessed when a virtual machine runs. At the
same time, other memory nodes are not accessed, and
these can be put into one of power-saving modes to reduce
memory power dissipation.
Traditional single processor systems use only a single
virtual machine to run at a specific time therefore the
memory nodes used by the virtual machine are the major
source of memory energy consumption. In multi core
systems, however, several processor cores simultaneously
access the memory since they run a number of different
virtual machines at the same time. In these systems, the
memory energy consumption varies dynamically,
depending on the virtual machines running together. To
save memory energy, it is necessary to minimize the
number of memory nodes accessed by these virtual
machines through a sophisticated scheduling policy.
Scheduling issue in multi core-based computer
systems is been mainly focus on, in this paper. Three
features are presented, which are essential for reducing
energy consumption of memory, and propose power
management architecture for memory that supports these
features. Based on Memory Power Management
architecture, we have come up with several virtual
machine scheduling algorithms, goal of which is to
minimize the energy consumption in the memory system.
B.
Real Time Analysis
Real time performance analysis is critical when the design
and integration of embedded software is done to guarantee
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that application time constraints will be met at run time.
Real-time systems are widely used in the construction of
national defence, aerospace, industrial control and in many
other fields.
As the majority of general-purpose computers are using
Microsoft's Windows or Linux which are open-source as
operating system, which are not real- time operating
systems, so these systems don’t have enough real-time
characters. Presently, a large majority of real-time systems
are embedded systems which are built through the
embedded processors with embedded operating system.

A. Memory Nodes Identification
The first feature is to identify a set of memory nodes
which are to be accessed by each virtual machine, which is
denoted as M(v) implies the access set of virtual machine
v. One a way to get the access set of the virtual machine is
Observing memory pages accessed by a virtual machine.
In this technique, the page table entries are deliberately
deprived; the pages that induce page faults are those used
by the virtual machine running at that time. From these
accessed memory pages the access set of the virtual
machine can be easily obtained. However, this task is
necessary to be performed periodically in order to
ENERGY consumption is an important design concern for maintain up-to date information on the access sets of
embedded mobile systems that are battery powered. virtual machines.
Displays have been known as the major power consumers
in mobile systems. Conventional liquid crystal display B. Power Mode Transition
(LCD) systems provide very little flexibility for power The second feature is to control memory power mode by
saving because the LCD panel consumes almost constant using the identified access sets. The memory power
power regardless of the display content while the external control module handles the power mode of each memory
lighting dominates the system power consumption. node on the bases of currently used memory nodes [9].
Embedded real-time system should be able to respond and The currently used memory nodes at time t, which are
deal with system events within the pre-defined limited denoted as C(t), indicate set of memory nodes accessed by
time. In real-time multi-tasking system, a lot of events and virtual machines that run on every core processor at time t.
multiple concurrent tasks run at the same time. Therefore, Since C(t), is the union of the access sets of those virtual
to meet the system response time requirement, we must machines, it usually changes when one virtual machine
ensure that each mission can be achieved within the finishes and another begins to run on any of the processor
required time frame.
cores.
In general, real-time systems are specific application
systems, because specific characteristics could ensure their
real-time characters to a certain extent. Earlier, real-time
systems had no operating system support. To implement
multi-task management, engineers must program code for
specific practical application [10]. Therefore, these
particular software developments have less inheritance for
code reuse, maintenance and upgrades which bring a lot of
trouble. The emergence of real-time embedded operating
system provides a powerful tool for real-time systems’
development and design because of its real-time kernel,
multi-task, scheduling and fast interrupt response
mechanism and much more. Such real-time characteristics
can significantly reduce workload of developers, can cause
improvement in development efficiency, and bring a lot
more convenience for the maintenance and system up
gradation. However, a system that uses real-time operating
is not necessarily a real-time system. Real-time operating
system is just providing basis for the real-time system, and
the most essential elements for a real-time system is to
meet the system requirement of task-critical time, which
means the system must respond to events in time and
complete tasks within the limited time.
II. LITERATURE STUDY
The memory power management architecture is based on
the current memory management and scheduling
architecture of Xen. This section presents three features
which are required to save memory energy based on this
architecture
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To reduce memory energy consumption without
performance loss, the memory nodes are put in C(t) by the
memory power control module, in the standby mode, and
other memory nodes in the power-saving mode. Since
C(t), may change when the contexts of two virtual
machines are switched, the virtual machine scheduler of
each processor core informs the memory power control
module of the access set of the newly scheduled virtual
machine in advance of performing context switch between
two virtual machines[9]. After being informed by the
virtual machine scheduler, the memory power control
module updates the C(t), and transitions the power mode
of each memory node if necessary. Transitioning power
modes from the power-saving mode to the standby mode
incurs a significant delay. If the delay exceeds the time
required for a context switch between two virtual
machines, the next virtual machine may experience an
unexpected delay when accessing memory node whose
power mode transition is in progress. In order to avoid this
performance degradation, the context switching latency
should be larger than the transition delay from the powersaving mode to the standby mode.
C. Memory-Aware Virtual Machine Scheduling
In multi-core systems, the total energy consumption in
memory can be reduced further by changing the schedule
of the given virtual machines. For example, if the
execution sequence of the same virtual machines is
changed, the total energy consumption is decreased to 16.
Note that the energy reduction stems from the decrease in
the number of memory nodes that are put into the standby
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mode by rearranging the execution order of virtual
machines. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a new
scheduling policy that reorders the execution sequence of
virtual machines in order to save additional memory
energy[5]. The fundamental goal of this memory-aware
virtual machine scheduling is to minimize the number of
memory nodes in the standby mode. In the following
sections, we mainly focus on this issue.
Real-time operating system is a subtype of operating
system. Lot of its characteristics are similar to common
operating system in many respects. It is responsible mainly
for the control and management of variety of hardware
resources to enable the hardware system to become
available, and provide upper level applications with rich
system calls. It schedules execution in a timely manner,
also manages system resources and provides a consistent
foundation for development of application code [5].
A.
Components of RTOS
Most of the Real Time Operating System(RTOS) kernels
consist of following components:
• Scheduler - The scheduler is present at the heart of every
kernel. A scheduler provides the algorithms which are
needed to determine which task has to be executed and
when.
• Objects- Most commonly the RTOS kernel objects are
tasks, semaphores and message queues.
• Services- Most kernels provide services that help
developers to create applications for real time embedded
systems. These services comprise sets of API calls which
can be used to perform operations on objects of kernel or
can be used in general, to facilitate the following services:
 Timer Management
 Interrupt Handling
 Device I/O
 Memory Management
Embedded systems are used for many different
applications. These applications can be proactive or
reactive depending upon the requirements like interface,
scalability, connectivity etc.
B. Characteristics
1. Its real time characteristic-Response to events in time
and complete tasks within the limited time.
2. The scheduling objective is letting high priority task go
first 3. The tasks running on real-time operating system
should be certain
4. Some data are highly sharing in real-time operating
system
Factors affecting real time characteristics of operating
system:
There are varieties of factors impacting a system’s real
time. Among these factors, operating system and its own
factors play crucial roles, including process management,
scheduling of task, time of context switching, memory
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management mechanism, the time of interrupt handle, and
so on.
III. CONCLUSION
The selection of right operating system for a specific
application has a great impact on performance of realtime system. The improvement of real-time performance
of Linux kernel in the embedded application has a farreaching significance. The complex relationship between
the tasks may cause heavy system consumption on internal
communication between tasks. The Scheduling and
separating the tasks in the beginning will also give us
flexibility to apply different algorithms for different task
queues. Synchronization mechanism between tasks will
decline the real-time performance of system. Lastly, how
to use a real-time operating system to implement an actual
application system is the key for all embedded system
developer.
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